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Office of the Vice Provost for Instruction
A note from the Vice Provost
In this month’s newsletter, we celebrate teaching by way of four Augusta
University faculty members who have been selected as Chancellor’s
Learning Scholars. Our 2019-2020 Chancellor’s Learning Scholars are:
Dr. Marlene Call, Associate Professor from the College of Nursing
Dr. Charlotte Chatto, Associate Professor from the College of Allied Health
Sciences
Dr. Simon Medcalfe, Professor from the Hull College of Business
Dr. Laura Rychly, Assistant Professor from the College of Education
This USG initiative is committed to “sustained, meaningful conversations
about teaching and learning with supportive colleagues.” Later this month, a
call for participation for the spring 2020 term will be announced. Building off last spring’s highly
successful sessions where 38 faculty members in three groups discussed the concept of small
teaching, the sessions this spring will focus on teaching applications for brain-based learning and
TILT (Transparency in Learning and Teaching).
Congratulations to our four Chancellor’s Learning Scholars for 2019-2020. If you would like to be a
Chancellor’s Learning Scholar, please reach out to me at zkelehear@augusta.edu. You will also find
helpful information by visiting the Chancellor’s Learning Scholars page on the USG website.
Sincerely,
Zach Kelehear

Updates from Student Success
Participation in Academic Advisement’s annual Major Fest continues to grow as students savored
connecting with faculty, gaining insight into programs and exploring with the new focus area maps.

Innovation Updates
Honor Students to Represent AU at
National Honors Conference
Ten honors students will represent Augusta University at
the 54th Annual National Collegiate Honors Council
conference in New Orleans, on Nov. 6-10. All 10 students
— whose mentors represent six different departments or
centers — will present posters based upon their honors
theses and/or undergraduate research projects.
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University Libraries Hosts Its 6th Annual
Faculty Author Reception
The 6th Annual Augusta University Faculty Author
Reception honors faculty who have written, edited or
chaptered a published scholarly monograph within the
past year. This event provides an opportunity to reflect on
our faculty contribution to scholarship across multiple
disciplines.
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Center for Instructional Innovation to
Provide Travel Support for Faculty
Presenting at USG Teaching and Learning
Conference
The Center for Instructional Innovation (CII) will provide
travel support to a limited number of faculty members to
present their best practices in teaching at the USG
Teaching and Learning Conference on April 7-9, 2020, in
Athens, Georgia.

CURS Awards Grants for Undergraduate
Research
During its fall round of grants, CURS awarded more than
$12,500 to 23 faculty to support undergraduate research.

Interdisciplinary Simulation Center Hosts
Dental IV Sedation course
The Interdisciplinary Simulation Center recently hosted
DCG’s Dental IV Sedation Continuing Education course,
led by DCG faculty and Vice Chair, Dr. Henry Ferguson,
DMD.

Leadership Students Host Event on
Human Trafficking
Participants learned about local resources available to
fight human trafficking as well as signs that indicate when
a young woman is a target of these crimes.

Faculty/Student Highlights

Sandra Bandy Receives Medical
Library Association Award

Dr. Tom Colbert wins award for his
commitment to physics education

Sandra Bandy, MS, AHIP, was awarded the
Southern Chapter, Medical Library Association
T. Mark Hodges Outstanding Service Award for
her service to the profession and the chapter.

The Open Source Physics Team, an 18-member
group of which Physics Professor Dr. Tom
Colbert is a part of, has been awarded the 2020
Excellence in Physics Education Award by the
American Physical Society.

Dr. Quentin Davis to Direct the
Quality Enhancement Plan:
“Learning By Doing”

IPSO International Student
Highlight

Dr. Quentin Davis, Director for the Center for
Undergraduate Research and Scholarship
(CURS), will be directing the Quality
Enhancement Plan. In line with the QEP, she
will be especially engaged in the Leadership
Certificate and assisting faculty to establish
courses as Experiential Learning (EXL).

The International & Postdoctoral Services Office
serves about 550 international employees,
students and visiting scholars at Augusta
University. This month, we’re featuring
international student Sarah Tychsen, who is
from Pietermaritzburg, Kwa-Zulu Natal, South
Africa.
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Mark Your Calendar

CURS to Host Undergraduate
Research Fair

Study Abroad Kicks Off
International Education Week

Students will have a chance to learn more about
research opportunities including departmental
research, lab research, Summer Scholar
Program and independent research, at the
CURS Undergraduate Research Fair on Nov. 6.

International Education Week 2019 at Augusta
University kicks off on Nov. 4 with many events
for the university community to attend. The
week celebrates international education and
exchange worldwide.
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Updates from Student Success
Participation in Academic Advisement’s annual Major Fest
continues to grow as students savored connecting with faculty,
gaining insight into programs and exploring with the new focus
area maps. Evaluations remain strong with individual student
shout outs for all participating units.
Congratulations to Kinesiology sophomore Jelia Martin, for being
awarded the inaugural Major Fest Scholarship of $500 for Spring
2020. November brings the final push for continuing students to
finish strong and the welcoming of new orientation students.
Thank you to all the faculty who responded to the Progress
Report Campaign earlier this semester.
We achieved a record breaking 80 percent response rate from
faculty. The Progress Report campaign is designed to support student success with a focus on
those in their first two years and student-athletes. Faculty who teach students in this group received
an email and reported students considered at-risk as well as those doing very well.
Utilizing EAB’s Navigate technology, staff at the Academic Success Center and Academic Advisors
reached out to the students, and so far 17 percent of students have responded and met with an
academic support staff member.
The Progress Report campaign will be sent again in Spring term. A special thank you goes out to
Abigail Drescher, Student Retention Manager, for making the Progress Report process run so
smoothly for our units.
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Honor Students to Represent AU at National Honors Conference
Ten honors students will represent Augusta University at the 54th
Annual National Collegiate Honors Council conference in New
Orleans Nov. 6-10. All 10 students — whose mentors represent
six different departments or centers — will present posters based
upon their honors theses and/or undergraduate research projects:
Sanjana Adepu: “Socio-Economic Factors and
Cardiovascular Disease Mortality: A County-Level Analysis of
Georgia” (Adviser: Dr. Mark Thompson, Hull College of
Business)
Vinaya Ann Alapatt: “Ideas Connecting People Through Time: A Comparative Study of
Epilepsy in Greek, Persian, and Modern Medicine” (Adviser: Dr. Wendy Turner, Department of
History, Anthropology, and Philosophy)
Deanna Doughty: “Co-Culture of Glioblastoma and Microglia” (Adviser: Dr. Jennifer
Bradford, Department of Biological Sciences)
Raquel Esquivel & Emma Geister (co-presenters): “Early Extubation in Infancy and Early
Childhood Following Heart Surgery: Outcome Analysis and Predictors of Failure” (Adviser: Dr.
Anastasios Polimenakos, Pediatric and Congenital Cardiothoracic Surgery)
Tori Gaw: “The Effect of PFOA on ERα Negative Human Breast Cancer Cell Lines” (Adviser: Dr.
Jennifer Cannon, Department of Biological Sciences)
Kirstyn Harris: “The Art of Conservation: Federal Duck Stamp” (Adviser: Prof. Scott Thorp,
Department of Art and Design)
Danae Lawrence: “Evaluating the Relationships Between Consumer Personality Dimensions
and Online Purchase Intentions” (Adviser: Dr. Manisha Mathur, Hull College of Business)
Connor Owen: “Is There a Difference in Perceived Stigma Between Talk Therapy and Art
Therapy in College-Aged Students and Possible Applications?” (Adviser: Dr. Jennifer Onofrio,
Department of Art and Design)
Chandani Patel: “miRNA and Their Effects on Bone Loss in Traumatic Brain Injury Mouse
Model” (Adviser: Dr. Sadanand Fulzele, Department of Orthopaedic Surgery)
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University Libraries Hosts Its 6th Annual Faculty Author Reception
The 6th Annual Augusta University Faculty Author Reception was held on Oct. 22 at Reese Library.
The reception honors faculty who have written, edited or chaptered a published scholarly
monograph within the past year. This event provides an opportunity to reflect on our faculty
contribution to scholarship across multiple disciplines. A faculty author from each campus
presented briefly on their recent publications.
Dr. Lori Bolgla, Professor and Kellett Chair in Allied Health Sciences, presented on her book chapter
focusing on gender differences in core strength and lower extremity function. This chapter was
recently published in ACL Injuries in Female Athletes - Causes, Impacts, and Conditioning
Programs. Dr. Andrew Kemp, Program Director, Teaching and Leading, in the College of Education
spoke about educational journey based on his book Dignity of the Calling: Educators Share the
Beginnings of their Journeys.
University Libraries maintains the Augusta University Faculty Author Collection, which is noncirculating to preserve these books as a legacy of the faculty and of the University. While the
Libraries purchase faculty-authored books as our resources allow, we also gladly accept donated
copies of books signed by the authors or editors for our Faculty Author Collection. For more
information on donating your book, visit the Faculty Authors Collection page.
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Center for Instructional Innovation to Provide Travel Support for Faculty
Presenting at USG Teaching and Learning Conference
The Center for Instructional Innovation (CII) will provide travel
support to a limited number of faculty members to present their
best practices in teaching at the USG Teaching and Learning
Conference on April 7-9, 2020, in Athens, Georgia.
“One of our goals at the Center for Instructional Innovation is to
promote excellence in teaching,” said Dr. Ray Whiting, Associate
Vice President for Curriculum and Instructional Innovation.
“Giving faculty an opportunity to share how they’ve excelled in the
classroom is an effective way of accomplishing that goal.”
Interested faculty must submit a proposal to the CII with the title and abstract of their presentation
along with a budget. Proposals should be no longer than two pages and should be sent to Aisling
Reigle at areigle@augusta.edu.
Winning proposals will connect best practices in teaching with the LEAP (Liberal Education,
America’s Promise) framework, which includes principles of excellence, high-impact practices and
essential learning outcomes.
Faculty can present their work in four different ways: a poster, a six-minute scripted talk, an informal
roundtable conversation, or a fully interactive session.
The submission deadline to the CII is Nov. 15, while the submission deadline for the USG Teaching
and Learning Conference is Dec. 2.
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CURS Awards Grants for Undergraduate Research
CURS is excited to share that we awarded more than $12,500 to
23 faculty and students to support undergraduate research in our
fall round of grants. Awards will be used to support student and
faculty travel to present research across the country and to
conduct research here at home.
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Interdisciplinary Simulation Center Hosts Dental IV Sedation course
The Interdisciplinary Simulation Center provides simulation
education to a wide variety of healthcare training programs at
Augusta University, including those within the College of Nursing,
College of Allied Health Sciences, Dental College of Georgia and
Medical College of Georgia.
Recently, it hosted DCG’s Dental IV Sedation Continuing
Education course, led by DCG faculty and Vice Chair, Dr. Henry
Ferguson, DMD. This course challenges practicing dental
Students and faculty interact in a simulation
providers to safely and efficiently manage emergency situations
room during DCG's Dental IV Sedation
which can occur during dental procedures ranging from an
course.
asthma exacerbation to a myocardial infarction and cardiac
arrest. The simulation activity provides an opportunity for learners
to synthesize and implement the knowledge gained during the preceding didactic sessions.
In addition to the IV sedation course, which is offered four or five times per year, Ferguson is in the
process of growing Augusta University’s dental continuing education offerings in collaboration with
the ISC, leveraging the simulation expertise and technological resources available. In the near
future he will add an airway and respiratory-focused course, which will help to meet a critical need
for dental continuing education offerings in the CSRA and surrounding region, allowing dental
providers to further hone their skills and practice life-saving interventions.
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Leadership Students Host Event on Human Trafficking
Students in Leadership 2000, Introduction to Leadership and
Professionalism hosted an event on human trafficking in the JSAC
Coffeehouse. Students, faculty and community members
attended the event to hear about this important though difficult
reality of our region. The audience learned about local resources
and signs to look for that indicate a young woman is a target of
these crimes. Event speaker Kaycie Kersey, BSW, is an AU
social work alum and Leadership Certificate recipient who now
works with iCare, a local agency advocating for and assisting
victims of human trafficking.

AU students pose for a photo during an
event they hosted to discuss the difficult
reality of human trafficking in our region.
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Sandra Bandy Receives Medical Library Association Award
Sandra Bandy, MS, AHIP, received the Southern Chapter, Medical
Library Association T. Mark Hodges Outstanding Service Award.
The award is given to recognize a chapter member whose service
to the chapter and profession has been exceptional and of lasting
importance to the organization.
Bandy has been an active member of the Southern Chapter and
Medical Library Association for 19 years. She has provided
dedicated and continuing service to the Southern Chapter as
secretary, program organizer for the annual meeting in Augusta
and president. Bandy also served as database manager for 10 years, keeping the database up to
date and producing a membership directory annually. In addition, she represented the Southern
Chapter well on the Joint MLA/AAHSL Task Force, MLA Competencies Revision Project and MLA
Scholarly Communications Committee Chair.
Bandy has also authored/presented numerous papers and posters on both the chapter and national
levels. In 2010, she was awarded distinguished member status in the Academy of Health
Information Professionals, reflecting her exemplary service and dedication to the chapter and the
profession. Nominating colleagues describe Bandy as a creative, dedicated and accessible
librarian who applies leadership in her professional activities and is eminently qualified to receive
this service award.
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Dr. Tom Colbert wins award for his commitment to physics education
The Open Source Physics Team, an 18-member group of which
Physics Professor Dr. Tom Colbert is a part of, has been awarded
the 2020 Excellence in Physics Education Award by the American
Physical Society.
This award recognizes an individual or a team who has shown a
continuous commitment to excellence in physics education.
The Open Source Physics Team, led by Wolfgang Christian,
Professor of Physics at Davidson College, is receiving the award
“for sustained commitment to computational physics education
through creating and disseminating programming environments,
books, software, simulations, and other tools to support
computational thinking, and for research establishing the value of
these tools and best practices for their use,” according to an
award notification letter by the American Physical Society.
Colbert, who is also Assistant Chair for the Chemistry and Physics Department, became a member
of the Open Source Physics Team for his work on “Worksheets for PHYSLET Explorations.”
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Dr. Quentin Davis to Direct the Quality Enhancement Plan: “Learning By
Doing”
Dr. Quentin Davis, Director for the Center for Undergraduate
Research and Scholarship (CURS), will be directing the Quality
Enhancement Plan and assisting faculty to establish courses as
Experiential Learning (EXL). If you have questions about your
course being included as an option for leadership students,
please contact her at juldavis@augusta.edu or (706) 667-4620.
Davis joined the Department of Psychological Sciences at
Augusta University in 2003 where she taught courses in
development, research methods and senior capstone. She
served as Undergraduate Program Director and Assistant Chair in
psychology for several years and interim chair for one year prior
to becoming director of CURS in January 2019.
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IPSO International Student Highlight
The International & Postdoctoral Services Office serves about 550
international employees, students and visiting scholars at Augusta
University. We want to introduce you to some of these people
who contribute so much to our institution. This month, we’re
featuring international student Sarah Tychsen, who is from
Pietermaritzburg, Kwa-Zulu Natal, South Africa.
Sarah is an undergraduate public relations major who transferred
to Augusta University in 2017. After two years on the women’s
golf team, she’s using her final semester to take on some more
leadership roles on campus. She’s involved in several
organizations, including the student newspaper, The Bell Ringer,
as Sports Editor. Sarah plans to graduate in December.
Q: What was lifelike for you growing up?
A: Life for me growing up was everything I could have ever
imagined. My parents always provided my sister and me with
everything we ever needed and wanted. It was not until I moved
here that my eyes really opened as to what truly living is like. In
South Africa, we had to live in gated communities with high walls and 24-hour a day security. And
well, when you live like that for so long, you become accustomed to it and do not notice it.
I remember when I was little, we lived on a street that had a cul-de-sac and every day, my maid,
named Mavis, would go outside with me and my sister while we rode our bicycles up to the end of
the street and back down. While we were so young and oblivious to what the reality was like for us
back home, it was not because my maid wanted to do it. It was because my mom was concerned
for our protection. Even though we had neighborhood kids who would come out and play with us,
when it got to sunset, it was time to go inside, lock the gate and all doors behind us. I had a great
childhood and I am really thankful that I got to grow up in such a diverse culture, with good and bad
things surrounding me, because it definitely equipped me well and gave me a tremendous amount
of perspective.
Q: What attracted you to Augusta University?
A: Initially, I came here to play golf. However, after spending time here I realized that the university
offers me so much more than just golf. I am so thankful that Women’s Golf Coach Caroline Hegg
recruited me because I am now proud to say that Augusta University and the community is my
newfound home. The campus is so beautiful, and the way people are so family-oriented and
community-driven really sticks out to me.
Q: How did you choose your major?
A: I knew for the longest time growing up that I wanted to serve children and make an impact on
their lives. When I first entered college, I chose psychology as my major. It was not until about ten
months in, after watching countless videos of experiences working with children in that environment
and talking to numerous professors, that I realized emotionally I could not handle the trauma. I
spoke with a lady at the college about my interests and how I loved writing and would love to be in a
business environment where I could do marketing, advertising and communicate with stakeholders,
customers and employees. She recommended a public relations degree and said it would be a

good fit for me. After much research, I realized that my personality and character would suit the role
really well.
Q: What extracurricular activities are you involved in?
I am involved with the Bell Ringer student newspaper on campus as the Sports Editor. I am a
Pamplin College Student Ambassador. I am Vice-President of Lambda Pi Eta Honor Society. I am
Public Relations Chair of the newly-founded Environmental Conservation Organization, which was
created by my sister, Megan Tychsen, who is also an AU student. Also, I’m involved in an
internship that I am very passionate about.
Basically, in my final semester these roles have all fallen into place for me. I never took part in
much on campus before due to my student-athlete responsibility, and so I realized that in my final
semester I had to seize every opportunity I could. I am very passionate about everything I am
involved in. I told myself that I needed to give back to the university with my time as the university
had given me a new journey and new opportunities countless times before.
Q: What do you miss most about your home country?
A: I definitely miss my friends and my family. It is difficult being long distance. And of course, hands
down, the food. Oh my gosh, what incredible food we have – from all the food from diverse
backgrounds and cultures to the different tastes when it comes to meat. I miss the scenery. I miss
overlooking the mountains and living right on the golf course, where the mountains were my view
while playing tournaments. I miss being an hour from the beach and an hour and a half from the
mountains. It certainly was convenient.
Q: What do you like most about living in the U.S.?
A: The people and the different way of living. How safe you feel when you get home late from
school. The ability to have people around you who want to help you succeed. The professors on
campus and how they care about all their students. That will always have a special place in my
heart. How much I love coffee and the fact that there is STARBUCKS!
Q: What was the most difficult part of adjusting to life in the U.S. after you first got here?
A: Leaving my friends and family behind. Not having enough time to process the move. The fact
that as an international student, you feel a sense of isolation when you first get here. (But people
became very curious about my accent and wanted to know about my home country.) Learning how
to put gas into my own car. Grocery shopping is very different back home, especially that we don’t
have self-checkout. Learning the foods and what is good and what is not.
Q: Can you talk a little about your sister joining you here at AU? What’s it like having your
sister at the same university as you?
A: My sister was not sure about AU when she first moved here but thought to try it out for a
semester and then see where she could transfer after the semester was up. But she found her
niche and Alpha Delta Pi, which really helped make her journey and transition a lot easier. When
we both fell in love with the campus, she really did not want to make a move to somewhere else and
have to go through the transition all over again. I am so glad and proud that my sister is at the
same university as me. We can always be there for each other and depend on each other in
stressful situations. It has really made us so much closer in so many different ways, that we
probably would never have found had we still been back home. She is doing some incredible things
and I definitely see a bright future ahead of her. I am so glad I get to have her on the same campus,
tell people about her and have people ask me, “Oh, so that’s your sister?” It really makes me feel
like moving here was meant to be regardless of the hardships in the beginning.
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CURS to Host Undergraduate Research Fair
CURS will be hosting a research fair between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. on Nov. 6 at the Coffeehouse and
Butler Room in JSAC. Attendees can browse research opportunities, talk to faculty mentors and
hear from students involved.
This fair will allow students to drop in and learn about research opportunities including departmental
research, lab research, Summer Scholar Program and independent research. We will provide
information on presenting your work, publishing and displaying your posters. The fair will also
provide information about training requirements such IRB, chemical safety and animal safety
training. Break out sessions will include a student panel to discuss what it's like to be involved in
research or creative scholarship along with a faculty panel.
Attendees will be able to enjoy a sidewalk symposium around campus and see what creative
adaptations undergraduates display about their research.
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Study Abroad Kicks Off International Education Week
“International Education Week is an opportunity to celebrate the
benefits of international education and exchange worldwide. This
joint initiative of the U.S. Department of State and the U.S.
Department of Education is part of our efforts to promote
programs that prepare Americans for a global environment and
attract future leaders from abroad to study, learn, and exchange
experiences in the United States.”
Study Abroad Photo Contest
Photo contest winners will be announced on Nov. 5 at the International Festival.
Study Abroad Giveaway, Monday and Tuesday, Nov. 4-5
Wear your current (or past study abroad t-shirt) and come by the Study Abroad Office to receive a
small give away. Let your shirt be seen and tell people about what studying abroad means to you.
Bring a friend with you to our office, and they will get something too!
Global Pathosis Simulation, Monday, Nov. 4
This year will be the third iteration of the Global Pathosis Simulation offered every November to
MCG’s first-year medical students. During this simulation, which is hosted by the Medical College
Class of 2023, students are challenged to look through the lens of different global health
organizations during a time of global crisis. As we hear more and more about outbreaks around the
world, there is a call for healthcare professionals to step into the roles of leaders in their community
and abroad. During the simulation students will work together to help the country of MCGistan
respond to an Ebola outbreak. As part of International Education Week the Medical College of
Georgia encourages students to think about healthcare beyond our borders and the challenges of
healthcare delivery in times of crisis or disaster. For questions, please contact Dr. Daniel
Kaminstein at dakaminstein@augusta.edu.
International Cultural Festival, 11 a.m. -2 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 5
JSAC Breezeway, Summerville Campus
Come take a walk through the Breezeway and enjoy our International Cultural Festival. There will
be free food, activities, games, prizes, arts & crafts, and music shared by organizations from
Augusta University and the CREW. It's a time to experience differences and similarities between
various cultures. For questions, please contact the Cultural Events director at
jpcculturaldir@gmail.com.
Peace Corps Information Table and Session, 12-2 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 6,
Hardy Meeting Room, JSAC, Summerville Campus
Serve abroad and have the opportunity of a lifetime. Join us for a panel discussion featuring
Returned Peace Corps Volunteers from Nepal, Guinee Bissau, Thailand and China to learn about
volunteer experiences, ask questions about service and gain knowledge about the application
process.
How does Study Abroad Work for Honors Students?, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 7
Honors Suite, Summerville Campus
Honors students are encouraged to come by the Honors Suite and learn more about Study Abroad.
Lunch will be provided to the first 50 people. Programs offering honors credit will be present to
answer your questions about their programs. These programs include United Kingdom, New York
and Ireland.

Study Abroad 201: How to Unpack Your Study Abroad Experience for Employers (Resume
Workshop), 2 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 7
University Hall 224, Summerville Campus
How is my study abroad/away experience relevant to my future career? How can I talk about it in a
job or graduate school interview? How can I add it to my resume? Attend this workshop hosted by
the AU Career Services & Study Abroad Office to have these questions answered and more! We
will “unpack” your amazing experiences and teach you how to translate them into meaningful
conversations with future employers/graduate school representatives. Open to both study abroad
alumni and students signed up for a program this year. Questions? E-mail
studyabroad@augusta.edu.
Pre-Nursing Society; Study Abroad Information Sessions and Nursing Study Abroad
Programs, 4:30 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 7
University Hall 170, Summerville Campus
Members of the Per-Nursing Society will learn more about Study Abroad. Programs offering nursing
credit will be present to answer your questions about their programs. These programs include Peru,
Ecuador and Mexico. This will be helpful information for future nursing students.
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